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Some of my personal (and only my own, my views do not reflect any of my past or present employers) perspectives as 

someone who’s been a water, land development, and wastewater engineer. (For both opposition and support.) I can see 

why it would seem appealing to pass this when “affordable housing” is slapped on the appease the masses, however 

having experience in land development and infrastructure, even as a staunch supporter and advocate of affordable 

housing and helping the unhoused, I am actually opposed and concerned by this re-zoning of single family housing 

parcels and here’s why.  

 1) Converting single family home parcels to basically multi rental unit parcels means you just have fewer people able to 

actually buy homes. Individual/family buyers will be squeezed out as investors will buy out and build out to rent out.  

 2) If you’ve ever driven around older parts of town, you know our streets are not equipped for as many people as we 

already have. I hate to say it, but our underground utilities are just as bad if not worse off. This is public info and I strong 

suggest paying attention to our utilities issues we face in the City. Especially for those of us on a combined system. For 

the purpose of discussion I’m trying to keep this high-level, the gist of my point: to add more to our undersized 

infrastructure means we will ALL end up paying much more in our utility rates and realistically still get worse service. If you 

support this, don’t come back screaming when DOU has to make further rate hikes and when development fees to tap the 

mains for new service lines goes up significantly. Same for SMUD for electricity and PG&E for gas.  

 3) There were opportunities for infill high density affordable housing in East Sacramento for example (McKinley Village, 

Sutter Park) and instead developers made luxury townhomes and apartments, $700k+ valued single family homes 

(almost double the median price of homes in Sacramento) and even large lot 1-2 million dollar homes. It is not “inclusive” 

to expect existing older parcels with 100+ year old infrastructure to accommodate higher density housing in areas with 40’ 

wide lots. And frankly McKinley Village from a public health and safety perspective, should have never been approved. 

This admittedly was what made me weary about what the planning department would come up with in our General Plan 

no matter how they tried to sell it to us with the currently shiny sticker of “affordable housing” labeled on top. (In the 2010s 

it was “green housing.” There are absolutely trendy buzz words that help sell policy.)  

 4) Typically planning departments have appointed heads who report to the elected body, the local elected body’s political 

campaigns are funded by developers so be weary of what is put forth by a planning department. This is why in general, 

nothing against the City or any jurisdiction, we should be highly scrutinizing and skeptical of what planning proposes, no 

matter where you live. And planning commissioners are often developers or retirees etc as well, so you don’t really get a 

diverse array of experience or incentives.  

 5) Often people mean well for affordable housing but fail to understand the commonly proposed measures are band aid 

or posturing measures that do not solve the root issue. This is a severe case. “Oh supply and demand for housing, got it, 

add more housing on housing!” But in reality it is far more complex than that, and just shifts the burden to us in a different 

manner, unless we cut into developer’s profits (which won’t happen, they’ll deem the City too pricey to build in and 

pressure elected officials.)  

 6) I don’t believe it’s productive to simply oppose without offering an alternative. I fully support converting commercial 

parcels to residential housing as the pandemic has proven working from home is not only feasible but actually more 

efficient for most industries, which means there will be availability of commercial parcels and buildings to retrofit. The 

change in use from commercial to residential would essentially downsize the impacts on the existing infrastructure (roads, 

utilities, etc.) with the exception of schools depending on the demographics, yet still create more housing that is more 

accessible.  

 So what now? Start contacting your council member offices. Press them on the issues I mentioned above. Ask how 

they’re going to mitigate impacts on our roads, parking, outdated overhead power lines entangled with trees the city 

maintains, backyard located mains, 100 year old sewer mains with a history of overflows, storm water pipes with no 

budget, flood risk areas already full of people, flood evacuation routes and more all impacted by quadrupling the use of 

existing parcels with single family homes. 
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